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Leon looked extremely anxious as if he was about to freak out.

The Energy Nurturing Pills gathered the essence of many expensive ingredients. The true energy in them was extremely pure.

Usually, it would take time to be slowly refined.

However, the previous pill that Cynthia consumed has yet to be refined, yet she consecutively consumed at dozen pills. That was

just seeking death!

“What?” Benedict and the rest were extremely stunned.

Especially, Cynthia, immediately felt the dozen Energy Nurturing Pills converting into true energy, wilding infusing throughout her

body.

When things were done in extreme, it would only produce the opposite result!

The true energy was too much. Her body could not handle it at all. Soon, her face was flushing red. Her internal circulation felt

as if it was about to explode.

Seeing Cynthia’s situation getting worse, Benedict and Harvey panicked. “Leon, what should we do right now? Please, try and

find a way to rescue Cynthia…”

“Elder Shear, don’t panic. I’m thinking of a solution.” Leon’s expression was not great.

This was the first time that he encountered Cynthia’s situation. Even the medical books in his brain did not mention anything

about it. At that moment, he was a little helpless. He did not know what to do.

“I feel terrible…” Cynthia looked in pain. Her face was flushing an abnormal hue of red. The situation was precarious.

“Mister Wolf, have… you thought of a solution?”

Looking at his sister in pain, Harvey was heartbroken. He was so worried his eyes reddened.

“I have thought of a solution, but I have no confidence in it at all…” Leon said through gritted teeth.

At that moment, the only solution was to try using the Six Points of Fate. If it worked, he was more than 90 percent sure he could

cure Cynthia.

On the contrary, if it did not work, Cynthia might die!

“Even you don’t have the confidence?” Benedict and Harvey were bewildered. They were instantly

disappointed.

They have witnessed how great Leon’s medical skills were personally. At that moment, if Leon had no confidence in the solution,

they could only imagine how severe the situation was!

Cynthia was in tears. She secretly regretted it. She should not have been so reckless, but it was too late.

“No matter what, Leon, try your best…” Benedict said painfully. His heart sunk to the bottom.

“I’ll try my best…” Leon sighed. He blamed himself.

Initially, the making of the Energy Nurturing Pills was a happy affair, but due to his carelessness, he did not warn Cynthia in time

to not overdose, which was what led to their current situation.

If anything were to happen to Cynthia, he would not be able to find peace for the rest of his life!

“I…” Cynthia completely panicked. Her face was filled with fear and suffering.

The last time, when she was ambushed, the thug only wanted to kidnap her. He did not hurt her.

However, it was different at that moment. This was the first time she experienced the fear of death!

She was a girl in her prime. She still had a great future ahead of her. Of course, she was not willing to die.

At that moment, facing the threat of death, she was truly afraid. She could not help but tremble.

“Cynthia, don’t worry. I’ll make sure nothing happens to you!” Leon grabbed Cynthia’s soft hand. His eyes were filled with

determination. At the same time, he has decided that no matter how big the price, he had to find a way to save Cynthia’s life!

“I…I…trust you…” Cynthia’s body gradually stopped trembling.

Leon’s hand was very warm, as if a warm flow of energy flowed into her heart, bringing her an

unprecedented sense of security.

She suddenly did not feel that scared anymore.
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